
Tone

What is tone? Here’s a quick and simple definition:

The tone of a piece of writing is its general character or
attitude, which might be cheerful or depressive, sarcastic or
sincere, comical or mournful, praising or critical, and so on.
For instance, an editorial in a newspaper that described its
subject as "not even having the guts to do the job himself,"
has a tone that is both informal and critical.

Some additional key details about tone:

• All pieces of writing, even letters and official documents, have a
tone. A neutral, official tone is still a tone.

• The tone of a piece of writing may change over the course of a text
to produce different effects.

• Tone and mood are not the same. Tone has to do with the
attitude of the author or the person speaking, whereas mood is
how the work makes the reader feel.

• The author's intentions, emotions, and personal ideas about the
theme or subject matter often reveal themselves in the piece's
tone.

HoHow tw to Pro Pronounconounce Te Toneone
Here's how to pronounce tone: ttohnohn

TTone Eone Explainedxplained
It is always possible to describe the way that a writer uses
language. Therefore, every piece of writing has a tone. Even when a
writer's aim is to use completely neutral language—as is often the
case in scientific papers or investigative journalism—the language still
sounds a certain way, whether it's "scientific," "journalistic," "formal,"
"professional," or even "mechanical." The way a writer makes use of
tone can tell you a lot about the writer's attitude or relationship
toward their subject matter and what they are trying to say about it,
as well as the effect they are trying to create for their reader.

Here's just a partial list of words that are commonly used to talk
about tone, with examples of the types of writing they might be used
to describe:

• LLoftyofty, so, soaring, elearing, elevvaatteded

◦ A particularly stirring campaign speech

◦ The Declaration of Independence

◦ Maya Angelou's famous poem, "Still I Rise"

• GrGrandiose, floandiose, flowwereryy, melodr, melodramaamatictic

◦ A sappy love poem

◦ An over-the-top television sermon

◦ A wordy letter of apology

• Smug, pompous,Smug, pompous, prpreeachyachy

◦ A know-it-all at a cocktail party

◦ The comments section of almost any YouTube video

◦ A speech made by a boastful or proud character

• SomberSomber, dark, dark, serious, gloomy, serious, gloomy

◦ A speech at a funeral

◦ A murder mystery

◦ A novel about someone's struggles with depression

• SarSarccasastic, satic, satirictirical, iral, ironiconic

◦ An article in the newspaper The Onion

◦ A work of parody like Don Quixote

◦ A satire, like many skits on SNL

• HumorHumorous, witous, wittyty, g, goofyoofy

◦ A stand-up comedy routine

◦ A play like Shakespeare's As You Like It

◦ A TV show like Seinfeld or Friends

• LightheLightheartarted, cheerful, oped, cheerful, optimistimistictic

◦ A Dr. Seuss Book

◦ A wedding speech

◦ A friendly joke

• IntIntellecellectual, analytictual, analytical, critical, criticalal

◦ An essay you'd write for school

◦ A dense work of political theory

◦ An article analyzing a political event

• DrDryy, official, scientific, c, official, scientific, coldold

◦ A letter from the IRS

◦ A scientific paper

◦ Instructions on how to assemble furniture

The tone of a piece of writing depends on a confluence of different
factors, including:

• TheThe cconnoonnottaationtion of the wof the worords used:ds used: Are they positive or
negative? What associations do the words bring to mind?
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• TheThe dicdictiontion, or w, or worord choicd choice:e: Are there lots of thou's and thine's?
Does the writer use slang? Are the words long and technical, or
short and childish?

• The use ofThe use of figurfiguraativtive language languagee:: Is there a lot of metaphor,
hyperbole, or alliteration? Does the language sound lofty and
poetic?

• TheThe moodmood:: How does the language make you feel as the reader?
This can reveal a lot about the tone of the piece.

All of these things work together to determine the tone of a piece of
writing.

The DiffThe Differerencence Bee Betwtween Teen Tone andone and MoodMood
The words "tone" and "mood" are often used interchangeably, but
the two terms actually have different meanings.

• TToneone is the attitude or general character of a piece of writing and
is often related to the attitude of the writer or speaker.

• MoodMood refers specifically to the effect a piece of writing has on the
reader. Mood is how a piece of writing makes you feel.

While tone and mood are distinct literary devices, they are often
closely related. For example, it wouldn't be unusual for a poem with a
somber tone to also have a somber mood—i.e., to make the reader
feel somber as well. And as we explained above, a journalist who
makes a jab at a politician might be conveying how they feel about
their subject (using a critical tone) while also trying to influence their
readers to feel similarly—i.e., to create a mood of anger or outrage.

Since every text has a tone, there are essentially endless examples of
tone. The examples below illustrate different types of tone.

TTone inone in UU.A. F.A. Fanthorpe'anthorpe's "Nos "Not my Best my Best Side"t Side"
The poem "Not my Best Side" by U.A. Fanthorpe has a lighthearted
and ironic tone. The poem concerns the painting Saint George and
the Dragon by Paolo Uccello, and pokes fun at the way the various
characters are portrayed in the painting—the dragon, the maiden,
and the knight who is supposedly rescuing her. Fanthorpe creates a
contrast between her modern, colloquial way of speaking and the
medieval subject matter of her poem. Using colloquial words like
"sexy" and phrases like "if you know what I mean," Fanthorpe creates
a lighthearted, conversational tone. But this conversational tone also
has the effect of imbuing the poem with a tone of irony because it is
used to describe the unlikely scenario of a maiden falling in love with
a dragon.

It's hard for a girl to be sure if
She wants to be rescued. I mean, I quite
Took to the dragon. It's nice to be

Liked, if you know what I mean. He was
So nicely physical, with his claws
And lovely green skin, and that sexy tail

TTone in Miltone in Milton'on's "Ls "Lyycidas"cidas"
The poem "Lycidas" by John Milton has a mournful tone. The poem
was inspired by the untimely death of Milton's friend, who drowned.
To express his grief, and set the sorrowful and mournful tone, Milton
uses words and phrases with negative connotations, like, "watery
bier" (or "tomb"), "parching wind" and "melodious tear."

For Lycidas is dead, dead ere his prime,
Young lycidas, and hath not left his peer.
Who would not sing for Lycidas? he knew
Himself to sing, and build the lofty rhyme
He must not float upon his watery bier
Unwept, and welter to the parching wind,
Without the meed of some melodious tear.

TTone inone in Flaubert'Flaubert'ss Madame BoMadame Bovvararyy
In many passages in Gustave Flaubert's Madame Bovary, Flaubert's
own cynicism about romance shines through the third-person
narration to imbue the work with a tone of cynicism. Bored by her
husband and desperate for a passionate love affair like the sort she
reads about in romance novels, Emma Bovary gets involved with a
notorious womanizer. Flaubert highlights Emma's foolishness for
falling for such an obvious hack, who sees her as no different from
any other mistress:

Emma was just like any other mistress; and the charm of
novelty, falling down slowly like a dress, exposed only the
eternal monotony of passion, always the same forms and
the same language. He did not distinguish, this man of such
great expertise, the differences of sentiment beneath the
sameness of their expression.

Flaubert sets the cynical tone in part by describing, using figurative
language, how the charm of novelty, for Madame Bovary's lover, fell
down "slowly like a dress," suggesting that what she experiences as
romance, her lover experiences only as an extended prelude to sex.

First and foremost, tone clues readers into the essence and the
purpose of what they're reading. It wouldn't make sense to use
a wordy, poetic tone to write a simple set of directions, just like it
wouldn't make sense to use a dry, unfeeling tone when writing a love
poem. Rather, writers set the tone of their work to match not only the
content of their writing, but also to suit the purpose they intend for it
to serve, whether that is to convey information clearly, to make
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people laugh, to lavish praises on someone, or something else.
Additionally, tone can serve the following purposes:

• Writers often make use of tone to demonstrate their attitude
toward, or views about, their subject matter.

◦ For example, a biography of Bill Clinton might have a critical
tone if the author has critical views of the former president
and what he stood for, or it might have an admiring tone if the
author was a staunch Clinton supporter.

• Tone is also an important way for writers to shape their readers'
experiences.

◦ If a writer wants their readers to feel upset, he or she might
use words with certain connotations to create a gloomy tone.

◦ Likewise, if a writer wants to create an informal tone, he or she
might make use of colloquialisms, slang terms, and everyday
language to make the reader feel like their familiar or their
equal.

Simply put, establishing the tone of a work is important because it
helps writers show readers what the work is trying to accomplish, and
what attitude the work takes toward its own subject matter.

• Wikipedia PWikipedia Pagage on Te on Tone in Litone in Litereraaturturee:: A helpful overview of tone
and its usage.

• A Definition of TA Definition of Toneone:: A definition of tone that includes a short
overview of the difference between tone and mood.

• LisList of Pt of Poeoetic Ttic Tonesones:: A handy chart listing a slew of tones
commonly found in poetry, and all other types of literature.
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